In a small house
with limited
closet space, it was
crucial that
we have tons of
storage—and
the right kind of
storage.
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Blogger
Camille Styles
at her Austin
headquarters.
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HOUSE BEAUTIFUL

1. Styles and her team
measured their vast
collection of serving
pieces, dishes, and
baking equipment so
California Closets
could design shelving
and drawers that
fit their exact needs.

2. The house’s original shiplap walls
infuse the space with
vintage character
that contrasts with
the sleeker and more
modern shelving.
3. Although the
room is used as an

office and studio
space, Styles drew
inspiration from the
way hostesses and
entertaining pros
store their wares.
4. Large cubbies provide easy access to
the team’s colorful

FOR MORE DETAILS,
SEE RESOURCES

For Camille Styles, creativity and organization are inextricably tied. “I’m a huge believer in the
idea that our surroundings have a major impact
on our emotional well-being,” she says. “If my space
is cluttered, I can’t even begin to think creatively.”
When the popular blogger, event planner, and
author decided to transform a century-old bungalow in Austin, Texas, into her company head
quarters, she chose California Closets to architect
its key ingredient: a pretty and hardworking
butler’s pantry. “So much of what I do is about creating beauty,” she says, “and it really can be found
anywhere—even in order and organization!” Now,
whether they’re searching for a block-print runner
for her next hit Instagram or a mixing bowl for
prepping a new passion fruit–chia pudding recipe,
Styles and her team can put their hands on what
they need in seconds: “Not only is this space
streaml ined and efficient, but it’s also where we
feel inspired to do ace work.” —Hillary Brown
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Practical Beauty

linen collection.
5. Her creativity at
work: Following a
trip to Tuscany, Styles
created a fresh
panna cotta dessert
with strawberries,
balsamic vinegar,
and basil.

PARTNERSHIP

HOUSE BEAUTIFUL
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